We define asymptotic transfers in bounded K-theory together with a context where this can be done in great generality. Controlled algebra plays a central role in many advances in geometric topology, including recent work on Novikov, Borel, and Farrell-Jones conjectures. One of the features that appears in various manifestations throughout the subject, starting with the original work of Farrell and Jones, is an asymptotic transfer whose meaning and construction depend on the geometric circumstances. We first develop a general framework that allows us to construct a version of asymptotic transfer maps for any finite aspherical complex. This framework is the equivariant parametrized K-theory with fibred control. We also include several fibrewise excision theorems for its computation and a discussion of where the standard tools break down and which tools replace them.
Introduction
Controlled algebra of geometric modules uses geometric control conditions wellsuited for generating K-theory spectra out of the associated additive controlled categories of free modules. Specifically, the bounded controlled algebra was developed by E.K. Pedersen and C. Weibel in [22, 23] . It has been used extensively for delooping K-theory of rings and other algebraic objects and in the study of the Novikov conjecture [8, 9, 14] about the assembly map for algebraic K-theory and L-theory of certain group rings.
There are two innovations in this paper: the setting of parametrized K-theory with fibred control which generalizes bounded K-theory and a general asymptotic transfer that can be defined in this new theory.
We start by explaining the work of Pedersen/Weibel as an algebraic theory of free modules, possibly infinitely generated, parametrized by a metric space. The input is a proper metric space X (i.e. a metric space in which every closed bounded subset is compact) and a ring R. Given this data, consider triples (M, B, ϕ) , where M is a free left R-module with basis B, and where ϕ : B → X is a reference function with the property that the inverse image of any bounded subset is finite. A morphism from (M, B, ϕ) to (M ′ , B ′ , ϕ ′ ) is an R-module homomorphism f from M to M ′ which has the property that there exists a bound b ≥ 0 so that for any basis element β ∈ B, f (β) is in the span of basis elements β ′ ∈ B ′ for which d(ϕ(β), ϕ ′ (β ′ )) ≤ b. This is the simplest version of a control condition that can be imposed on homomorphisms to construct various categories of modules, and it leads to the category of geometric modules C(X, R). This is an additive category to which one can apply the usual algebraic K-theory construction.
A formulation of this theory that was observed already in [22] allows one to use objects from an arbitrary additive category A as "coefficients" in place of the finitely generated free R-modules. We will spell out the details of this further in the paper. So one obtains a new additive category C(X, A). This observation leads to the possibility of iterating the geometric control construction: if there are two proper metric spaces X and Y , then we have an additive category C(X, C(Y, R)). This is precisely a case of fibred control we want to study in this paper.
To give an idea for what kind of control is implied by this construction, let's parse the implications for objects viewed as R-modules. In this setting an object is a free module M viewed as parametrized over the product X ×Y , so we have a pair (M, B) with a reference function ϕ : B → X × Y . The control condition on homomorphisms f from (M 1 , B 1 , ϕ 1 ) to (M 2 , B 2 , ϕ 2 ) amounts to the existence of a number b X ≥ 0 and a function c : X → [0, ∞) such that for β ∈ B 1 , we have that f (β) is a linear combination of basis elements β ′ ∈ B 2 so that d(π X (ϕ 1 (β)), π X (ϕ 2 (β ′ ))) ≤ b X and d(π Y (ϕ 1 (β)), π Y (ϕ 2 (β ′ ))) ≤ c(π X (ϕ 1 (β))). Contrast this with the control condition in C(X × Y, R) which is exactly as above except c can be chosen to be a constant function. This should suggest that the condition of fibred control, with X regarded as a base and Y regarded as a fibre, relaxes the usual control condition over X × Y by letting c be a quantity varying with x ∈ X.
It is shown in [8] that C(X, R) enjoys a certain excision property, which permits among other things a comparison with Borel-Moore homology spectra with coefficients in the K-theory spectrum K(R). This property becomes crucial in the equivariant homotopy theoretic approach to the Novikov conjecture. In this paper we prove a number of excision results in categories with fibred control and some related categories of fixed-point objects with respect to naturally occurring actions on the metric spaces. These theorems are required for further work on assembly maps in K-theory.
We briefly address the methods used and the interesting phenomena that come up. The go-to technique for proving localization and excision theorems in controlled algebra is the use of Karoubi filtrations in additive categories. This technique is indeed used also in our proofs of general non-equivariant fibrewise excision results (section 3) and in some specific equivariant situations (section 4). However, we want point out one curious situation that will interest the experts. The most useful novelty of the fibred control is that it allows introduction of constraints on features, including actions, that vary across fibres. When this is done to actions, it becomes unnatural to insist that the action is by maps that are necessarily isometries on the nose or, if the action is by more general coarse equivalences, that the same numerical constraint is satisfied across all fibres. In this situation we can state desired excision statements about fixed point object categories for multiple actions but discover that they are inaccessible to the Karoubi filtration technique. We give an example in section 5 where we are able to pinpoint the deficiency that makes the Karoubi filtrations unavailable.
Before we move on to the asymptotic transfer, we want to point out that the generalization of controlled algebra in this paper is useful for a variety of other applications. It is most immediately the natural controlled theory to consider for bundles on non-compact manifolds where the control in the fibre direction can vary with the fibre. This holds more generally for stacks or the coarse analogues of bundles that have already appeared in the literature [26] . Another manifestation of fibred control is found in the active current research area seeking sufficient geometric conditions for verifying the coarse Baum-Connes conjecture. The original condition in [27, 28] was existence of a coarse embedding of the group into a Hilbert space. The embedding can be viewed as a way to gain geometric control for performing stable excision over the group or the space with a proper cocompact action by the group. That condition has been relaxed by several authors to fibred coarse embeddings [1, 15, 16, 18, 20] . The results of this paper allow to address the Borel conjecture in K-theory for groups admitting a fibred coarse embedding into Hilbert space.
A transfer map is a very useful tool in algebraic topology. For a continuous map between spaces f : X → Y and a covariant functor F on spaces to some algebraic category, a transfer T (f ) is a morphism F (Y ) → F (X), usually with several properties that depend on the context. This is a "wrong way" map as opposed to the usual induced maps F (f ) : F (X) → F (Y ). A survey of the general homotopy theoretic construction for projections in Hurewicz fibrations with homotopy finite fibers and numerous points of views and applications is given by its creators in Becker/Gottlieb [5] . Infinite transfers with no finiteness assumption on the fibers appear naturally in the area of topology related to modern proofs of the Novikov and Farrell-Jones conjectures. Here the functor F is usually either locally finite homology or controlled K-theory. We refer to [7] for a general introduction to the ideas and to [8] for the details required for the proofs of the Novikov conjecture about injectivity of assembly maps in K-theory. In this paper, we define a parametrized version of the infinite transfer and establish some of its properties needed for the study of surjectivity of those maps.
Asymptotic transfers are a crucial feature in modern proofs of cases of the Borel rigidity conjecture. This is most notable in the pioneering work of Farrell and Jones [17] . The basic idea in controlled topology is that improvement in control leads to trivialization of an appropriate h-cobordism or a surgery problem. In the case of closed hyperbolic manifolds, Farrell and Jones were able to define a special asymptotic transfer to the unit sphere bundle of the manifold and use the geodesic flow on the bundle to control the lifted homotopies and eventually trivialize the obstructions to geometric problems. Further work on the Farrell-Jones conjecture relied in similar ways on an asymptotic transfer to a setting where a given algebraic representation of the geometric problem can be manipulated to have progressively better control. This can be done in cases where subtle consequences of immanent manifestations of non-positive curvature can be exploited for controlling geometric problems. We refer to instances of this in section 6 of [3] or section 7 of [4] . In contrast to these cases, we construct in this paper a K-theory transfer that uses no geometric constraints. The target of this transfer is the parametrized K-theory where, in analogous fashion, a particular trivialization exists as indicated at various places, for example in Theorem 4.8. For the application to aspherical manifolds, the fibre for the parametrized K-theory is the universal cover of the normal disk bundle to the embedding of the manifold in a Euclidean space. It is a metric space with the metric constructed in section 6. Trivialization in parametrized K-theory, after certain algebraic constraints are imposed on the coefficient ring, is an outcome of a general equivariant excision theorem proven elsewhere [13] . We address the relation between that G-theoretic excision theorem and the excision theorems from section 4 in Remark 5.4.
The paper starts with a paced introduction to bounded K-theory and Karoubi filtration methods used to compute it. After that, we introduce fibred control and the equivariant fibred K-theory in sections 3 and 4. The material from section 2 is used to motivate and construct the proofs of similar controlled excision theorems in the parametrized setting. We also use it to carefully describe in section 5 how the standard techniques fail in proving a natural desired statement in the parametrized theory. This motivates the development of fibred G-theory in [12, 13] where the equivariant fibred excision theorems do hold. Finally, the last two sections 6 and 7 are about the asymptotic transfer.
Pedersen-Weibel categories, Karoubi filtrations
Bounded K-theory introduced in Pedersen [21] and Pedersen-Weibel [22] associates a nonconnective spectrum K −∞ (M, R) to a proper metric space M (a metric space where closed bounded subsets are compact) and an associative ring R with unity. We are going to start with a careful, at times revisionist, review of the wellknown features of this theory that will need generalization.
The metric spaces in this subject are often understood in the generalized sense as follows.
Definition 2.1.
A generalized metric space is a set X and a function d : X × X → [0, ∞) ∪ {∞} which is reflexive, symmetric, and satisfies the triangle inequality in the usual way. Classical metric spaces are the generalized metric spaces with distance function d assuming only finite values. We will use the term metric space to mean a generalized metric space.
We call a subset M ′ of a metric space M a metric subset if all values of d|M ′ ×M ′ are finite. The maximal metric subsets are called metric components. A metric space is proper if it is a countable disjoint union of metric components M i , and all closed metric balls in M are compact. The metric topology on a metric space is defined as usual.
In this section, all metric spaces and facts about them may be viewed in this generalized context. We will restrict to spaces with a single metric component starting in the next section. Inclusions of metric spaces induce additive functors between the corresponding bounded K-theory spectra. The main result of Pedersen-Weibel [22] is a delooping theorem which can be stated as follows. 
then the stable homotopy groups of K −∞ (R) = K −∞ (pt, R) coincide with the algebraic K-groups of R in positive dimensions and with the Bass negative K-theory of R in negative dimensions.
When we develop the equivariant theory, we will want to consider group actions by maps that are more general than isometries. Let X and Y be proper metric spaces with metric functions d X and d Y . This means, in particular, that closed bounded subsets of X and Y are compact. Definition 2.6. A function f : X → Y between proper metric spaces is uniformly expansive if there is a real positive function l such that for pairs of points x 1 and x 2 the inequality d X (x 1 , x 2 ) ≤ r implies the inequality d Y (f (x 1 ), f (x 2 )) ≤ l(r). This is the same concept as bornologous maps in Roe [24, Definition 1.8] . It should be emphasized that the function is not assumed to be necessarily continuous. The function f is proper if f −1 (S) is a bounded subset of X for each bounded subset S of Y . We say f is a coarse map if it is proper and uniformly expansive.
Theorem 2.7. Coarse maps between proper metric spaces induce additive functors between bounded categories.
We include a proof of this basic fact that will be generalized in parametrized setting.
Proof. Let f : X → Y be coarse. The additive functor f * : C(X, R) → C(Y, R). is induced on objects by the assignment
Since f is proper, f −1 (y) is a bounded set for all y in Y . So the direct sum in the formula is finite, and (f * F ) y is a finitely generated free R-module. If S ⊂ Y is a bounded subset then f −1 (S) is bounded. There are finitely many F z = 0 for z ∈ f −1 (S) and therefore finitely many (f * F ) y = 0 for y ∈ S. This shows f * F is locally finite.
Notice that
Suppose we are given a morphism φ : F → G in C(X, R). Interpreting f * F and f * G as the same R-modules, as in the formula above, we define f * φ : The map f is a coarse equivalence if there is a coarse map g : Y → X such that f • g and g • f are bounded maps. Examples 2.9. The isometric embedding of a metric subspace is a coarse map. An isometry, which is a bijective isometric map, is a coarse equivalence. An isometric embedding onto a subspace that has the property that its bounded enlargement is the whole target metric space is also a coarse equivalence.
Any bounded function f : X → X, that is a function with d X (x, f (x)) ≤ D for all x ∈ X and a fixed D ≥ 0, is a coarse equivalence. More generally, a quasi-isometry
The following definition makes precise a useful class of metrics one has on a finitely generated group. Definition 2.10. The word-length metric d = d Ω on a group Γ with a fixed finite generating set Ω closed under taking inverses is the length metric induced from the condition that d(γ, γω) = 1, whenever γ ∈ Γ and ω ∈ Ω. In other words, d(α, β) is the minimal length t of sequences α = γ 0 , γ 1 , . . . γ t = β in Γ where each consecutive pair of elements differs by right multiplication by an ω from Ω. This metric makes Γ a proper metric space with a free action by Γ via left multiplication.
If one considers a different choice of a finite generating set Ω ′ , it is well-known that the identity map on the group with the two metrics d Ω and d Ω ′ is a quasiisometry, cf. [24, Proposition 1.15] . We see from the combination of Corollary 2.8 and the examples above that the bounded K-theory of Γ is independent from the choice of a finite generating set, up to an equivalence.
Our special interest in this paper is in actions by bounded coarse equivalences.
Such actions do appear naturally but only in special circumstances. If Γ is a group acting on itself via left multiplication, then this action is a bounded action by isometries when the group is a finitely generated abelian group. However, the left multiplication action of the integral lattice in the three-dimensional Heisenberg group is already not bounded because of the well-known warping of the metric.
In section 6 we will define a useful conversion of any action by isometries to a bounded action which is sufficient for our and many other purposes.
We next review an excision theorem that makes bounded K-theory computable in special but crucial geometric situations. This review includes some details that we will use to prove some excision results for parametrized K-theory in the next section.
Suppose
Similarly, if U and V are a pair of subsets of M , then there is the full additive subcategory
The following theorem is the basic computational device in bounded K-theory. 
It is possible to restate the Bounded Excision Theorem in a more intrinsic form, after restricting to a special class of coverings. 
Examples of coarsely antithetic pairs include complementary closed half-spaces in a Euclidean space, as well as any two non-vacuously intersecting closed subsets of a simplicial tree. In the latter example, a tree is viewed as a geodesic metric space where the metric is induced from the local condition that each edge is isometric to a closed real interval. 
is a homotopy pushout.
We want to outline the proof of Theorem 2.12 in specific terms that will be used later. Another reason for recording rather standard details is to refer to them later when we study a failure of these methods in section 5.
The notion of Karoubi filtrations in additive categories is central to the proof of this theorem as developed by Cardenas/Pedersen [6] .
Karoubi filtration of C, satisfying the following properties.
• For each object C of C, there is a partial order on Karoubi decompositions
One defines the Karoubi quotient C/A as the additive category with the same objects as C and morphism sets Hom C/A (C, D) = Hom(C, D)/{A−zero morphisms}.
The following is the main theorem of Cardenas-Pedersen [6, Theorem 7.1].
Theorem 2.16 (Fibration Theorem). Suppose C is an A-filtered category, then there is a homotopy fibration
Here A ∧K is a certain subcategory of the idempotent completion of A with the same positive K-theory as A.
The next statement is a consequence of the Fibration Theorem obtained in the last paragraph of [6] .
Theorem 2.12 follows from this Corollary by the following device.
Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.12. The first crucial observation is that
, for k ≥ 0, are free direct summands of F (M ) which can be given the structure of a geometric module over M in the obvious way. Now the decompositions
is the family we need for a Karoubi filtration. Suppose, for illustration, we have
For simplicity, let us assume that U and V form a coarsely antithetic pair, then
Corollary 2.17 gives two homotopy fibrations that form a commutative diagram
The second crucial observation is that the exact inclusion of additive categories
is an equivalence. Indeed, the restriction which sends an object F to the direct summand F (U ) gives a functor J :
The composition J • I is the identity, while I • J possesses a natural transformation to the identity where each morphism is the projection F → F (U ). Since the complement of U is contained in V , this projection is an isomorphism in C(M, V ). This equivalence of categories induces a weak equivalence in K-theory and proves the theorem.
Parametrized K-theory with fibred control
When M is the product of two proper metric spaces X × Y with the metric
We construct another category associated to the product X × Y . Starting with this section, we will assume that each metric space we consider has a single metric component. In other words, the metric function has only finite values. Proof. It suffices to show that if φ is fibrewise (D, f )-bounded with respect to a choice of a base point x 0 , and if given a different choice
We define the category of geometric modules over the product X×Y with fibrewise control over X as the category of usual geometric R-modules over the product metric space and fibrewise bounded homomorphisms.
Notation 3.3. The notation for this category which emphasizes the special role of the factor X is C X (Y, R). This is very much in line with the original notation C X (R) used by Pedersen and Weibel for the bounded category of R-modules over X and specifically C i (R) for the theory over R i , see for example [22, Remark 1.2.3]. To streamline the notation even further, we often omit the the ring R from the notation C X (Y ) as it usually plays the role of a dummy variable.
Definition 3.4. The connective bounded K-theory of geometric R-modules over the product X × Y with fibrewise control over X is the spectrum K X (Y ) associated to the additive category C X (Y ).
It follows from Example 1.2.2 of Pedersen-Weibel [22] that in general the fibred bounded category C X (Y ) is not isomorphic to C(X × Y, R). The proper generality of that work, as explained in [22, 23] , starts with a general additive category A embedded in a cocomplete additive category, generalizing the setting of free finitely generated R-modules as a subcategory of all free R-modules. All of the results of Pedersen-Weibel hold for C(X, A).
In these terms, the category C X (Y ) can be seen isomorphic to the category C(X, A), where A = C(Y, R). Unfortunately this concise description is not sufficient for defining features such as the necessary choice of Karoubi filtrations and other details in forthcoming arguments.
The difference between C X (Y ) and C(X × Y, R) is made to disappear in [22] by making C(Y, R) "remember the filtration" of morphisms when viewed as a filtered additive category with Hom D (F, G) consisting of all morphisms φ ∈ Hom(F, G) which are bounded by D. Identifying a small category with its set of morphisms, one can think of the bounded category as
is the collection of all Hom D (F, G). This interpretation gives an exact embedding
We want to develop some results for a variety of categories with fibred bounded control where the Karoubi filtration techniques suffice.
). We will also use the notation
as explained at the end of section 2. By Theorem 2.16, the commutative diagram
where all maps are induced by inclusions on objects, is in fact a map of homotopy fibrations. The categories C <+ k and C <− k are flasque, that is, possess an endofunctor Sh such that Sh(F ) ∼ = F ⊕ Sh(F ), which can be seen by the usual Eilenberg swindle argument. Therefore K(C <+ k ) and K(C <− k ) are contractible by the Additivity Theorem, cf. Pedersen-Weibel [22] . This gives a map K(C k−1 ) → ΩK(C k ) which induces isomorphisms of K-groups in positive dimensions. Definition 3.6. The nonconnective fibred bounded K-theory is the spectrum
If Y is the single point space then the delooping K −∞ X (pt) is clearly equivalent to the nonconnective delooping K −∞ (X, R) of Pedersen-Weibel via the map
. Remark 3.7. From general principles, the delooping here is formally equivalent to the one that is obtained by using a different model
In the latter approach one simply uses the usual bounded excision for the decomposition of X × R k as the union of its subsets X × R k−1 × [0, +∞) and
The details of our delooping in Definition 3.6 are important because they are compatible with the upcoming required fibrewise deloopings.
Bounded excision theorems of section 2 are easily adapted to the fibred setting of K −∞ X (Y ). We also include concise statements made in terms of coverings by "coarse families" in the language introduced in [12, section 4.3].
Suppose Y 1 and Y 2 are mutually antithetic subsets of a proper metric space Y ,
Notation 3.8. Let us use the general notation C X (Y ) <C , for a subset C of Y , to denote the full subcategory of C X (Y ) on the objects with supports Z ⊂ X × Y which are coarsely equivalent to the subset X × C.
We will also use the shorthand notation C = C X (Y ), C i = C X (Y ) <Yi for indices i = 1 or 2, and C 12 for the intersection C 1 ∩ C 2 .
There is a commutative diagram
where the rows are homotopy fibrations from Theorem 2.16 and I : C 1 /C 12 → C/C 2 is the functor induced from the exact inclusion I : C 1 → C. It clear that I is again an additive equivalence of categories.
Using the methods above, one easily obtains the weak equivalence
We are now able to closely follow the sketch of proof of Theorem 2.12 to get the following result.
There is a homotopy pushout diagram of spectra
where the maps are induced from the exact inclusions. If Y 1 and Y 2 are mutually antithetic subsets of Y , there is a homotopy pushout
Using the terminology from [12, section 4.3] , suppose U is a finite coarse covering of Y of cardinality s, closed under coarse intersections, and such that the family of all subsets U in U is pairwise coarsely antithetic. The coarsely saturated families which are members of U are partially ordered by inclusion. In fact, the union of the families forms the set A closed under intersections. Corollary 3.10. We define the homotopy pushout
Then the map
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.9 inductively to the sets in U.
There is also a relative version of fibred K-theory and the corresponding Fibrewise Excision Theorem.
It is now straightforward to define
The theory developed in this section is easily relativized to give the following excision theorems. Theorem 3.12 (Relative Fibrewise Excision). If Y is the union of two subsets Y 1 and Y 2 , there is a homotopy pushout of spectra
where the maps are induced from the exact inclusions. In fact, if Y is the union of two mutually antithetic subsets Y 1 and Y 2 , and Y ′ is antithetic to both Y 1 and Y 2 , there is a homotopy pushout
More generally, suppose U is a finite coarse covering of Y by mutually antithetic subsets, all antithetic to Y ′ . We define the homotopy pushout
Then there is a weak equivalence
is an equivalence of categories as in the sketch of proof of Theorem 2.12, and so induces a weak equivalence of K-theory spectra. Since U is a subset of Y ′ ,
Now the maps of quotients
also induce weak equivalences. Their composition gives the required equivalence.
Equivariant parametrized K -theory
The classical situation is a proper metric space M with a free, properly discontinuous left Γ-action by isometries. In this case, there is clearly a natural action of Γ on the geometric modules C(M ) and therefore on K −∞ (M ). Formally, this action is also free. A different equivariant bounded K-theory with useful fixed points is constructed as follows. Definition 4.1. Let EΓ be the category with the object set Γ and the unique morphism µ : γ 1 → γ 2 for any pair γ 1 , γ 2 ∈ Γ. There is a left action by Γ on EΓ induced from the left multiplication in Γ.
If C is a small category with a left Γ-action, then the functor category Fun(EΓ, C) is a category with the left Γ-action given on functors θ : EΓ → C by γ(θ)(γ ′ ) = γθ(γ −1 γ ′ ) and γ(θ)(µ) = γθ(γ −1 µ). It is nonequivariantly equivalent to C. Thomason also gave the following explicit description of the lax limit. An object θ of Fun(EΓ, C) Γ is determined by its value F = θ(e) ∈ C on the identity element e of Γ together with a function ψ defined on Γ with ψ(γ) ∈ Hom(F, γF ), subject to the condition ψ(e) = id and the cocycle identity ψ(γ 1 γ 2 ) = γ 1 ψ(γ 2 ) • ψ(γ 1 ). These conditions imply that ψ(γ) is always an isomorphism.
Identifying the objects of Fun(EΓ, C) Γ with pairs (F, ψ) as above, a natural transformation θ → θ ′ of functors in Fun(EΓ, C) Γ is completely determined by a morphism φ : F → F ′ in C such that the squares
Specializing this definition to the case of C = C(M ), we will use the notation C Γ (M ) for the category Fun(EΓ, C(M )) with the Γ-action defined above. It turns out that the following adjustment makes the fixed points better behaved. Notice that C(M ) contains the family of isomorphisms φ such that φ and φ −1 are bounded by 0. We will express this property by saying that the filtration of φ is 0 and writing fil(φ) = 0. The full subcategory of functors θ : EΓ → C(M ) such that fil θ(µ) = 0, for all µ, is invariant under the Γ-action. We define K Γ,0 (M ) to be the nonconnective delooping of the K-theory of the symmetric monoidal category C Γ,0 (M ).
It is shown in section VI of [8] that the fixed points of the induced Γ-action on K Γ,0 (M ) is the nonconnective delooping of the K-theory of C Γ,0 (M ) Γ . One also knows the following. This theorem applies in two specific cases of interest to us. One case is of the fundamental group Γ of a closed aspherical manifold acting on the universal cover by covering transformations. The second is of Γ acting on itself, as a word-length metric space, by left multiplication.
Remark 4.5. The theory K Γ,0 (M ) Γ may very well differ from K Γ (M ) Γ . According to Theorem 4.4, the fixed point category of the correct bounded equivariant theory is, for example, the category of free R[Γ]-modules when M = Γ with the word metric relative to a chosen generating set. However, C Γ (Γ, R) Γ will include the Rmodule with a single stalk F γ = R for all γ and equipped with trivial Γ-action, which is not free.
We will treat the group Γ equipped with a finite generating set Ω as a metric space with a word-length metric, as explained in Definition 2.10. It is well-known that varying Ω only changes Γ to a coarsely equivalent metric space, cf. [24, Proposition 1.15] . Definition 4.6 (Coarse equivariant theories). We associate two new equivariant theories on metric spaces with a left Γ-action. The theory K Γ i is defined only for metric spaces Y with actions by isometries, while K Γ p for metric spaces with coarse actions.
, where Γ is regarded as a word-length metric space with isometric Γ-action given by left multiplication, and Γ × Y is given the product metric and the diagonal isometric action.
(2) k Γ p (Y ) is defined for any metric space Y equipped with a Γ-action by coarse equivalences. It is the K-theory spectrum attached to a symmetric monoidal category C Γ p (Y ) with Γ-action whose objects are given by functors θ :
with the additional condition that the morphisms θ(µ) are of filtration zero but only as homomorphisms between R-modules parametrized over Γ.
Now the nonconnective equivariant K-theory spectra K Γ i and K Γ p should be the nonconnective deloopings of k Γ i and k Γ p . For example, if we define
, then the delooping construction in Definition 3.6 can be applied verbatim. Similarly, one can use the Γ-action on Γ×R k given by γ(γ ′ , x) = (γγ ′ , x) and define C Γ p,k as the symmetric monoidal category of functors θ : EΓ → C(Γ×R k , C(Y, R) ) such that the morphisms θ(f ) are bounded by 0 as R-linear homomorphisms over Γ × R k . There are obvious analogues of the categories C Γ,+ p,k , etc. If * is either of the subscripts i or p, and Y is equipped with actions by Γ via respectively isometries or coarse equivalences, we obtain equivariant maps
). Definition 4.7. Let * be either of the subscripts i or p. We define k Γ * ,k (Y ) = K(C Γ * ,k (Y )) and the nonconnective equivariant spectra
The same construction gives for the fixed points
Given left Γ-actions by isometries on metric spaces X and Y , there are evident diagonal actions induced on the categories C(X × Y, R) and C(X, C(Y, R)). The equivariant embedding induces the equivariant functor C(Y, R) ).
Taking X = Γ, there results a natural transformation K Γ i (Y ) → K Γ p (Y ). One basic relation between the two equivariant fibrewise theories is through the observation that in both cases, when Y is a single point space, C Γ i (pt) and C Γ p (pt) can be identified with C Γ,0 (Γ, R).
Another fact is a special instructive property of the theory K Γ p . 
Proof. The category C Γ p (Y ) has the left action by Γ induced from the diagonal action on Γ×Y . Recall that an object of C Γ p (Y ) Γ is determined by an object F of C Γ (Y ) and isomorphisms ψ(γ) : F → γF which are of filtration 0 when projected to Γ. Given two objects (F, {ψ(γ)}) and (G, {φ(γ)}), a morphism λ :
Of course, the bound for the isomorphism ψ(γ) −1 can vary with γ.
Notice that this equivalence exists only in the theory K Γ p and not in K Γ i because the homomorphism λ we used in the proof is not a bounded homomorphism and is a morphism only in C Γ p . Throughout this section we will fix one left action of Γ on Y by bounded coarse equivalences in the sense of Definition 2.11. This means that for each element γ the corresponding self-equivalence of Y is a bounded map, but the bound is allowed to vary with γ.
We will state results only for the equivariant theory K Γ p where they are the most useful. Some but not all of the statements are also true in K Γ i . However, it is easy to see that all of the statements we make are true for K Γ i if the action is the trivial action by the identity for all γ. Definition 4.9. Using the conventions from Notation 3.8, let C Γ p (Y ) <Y ′ be the full subcategory of C Γ p (Y ) on objects θ such that the support of each θ(γ) is contained in a subset coarsely equivalent to Γ × Y ′ . From viewing this as a parametrized version of C(M ) <U -filtrations of C(M ) in section 2, it is clear that the subcategories give Karoubi filtrations and therefore Karoubi quotients C Γ p (Y, Y ′ ). The bounded actions of Γ extend to the quotients in each case. Taking the K-theory of the symmetric monoidal categories with Γ-actions gives Γ-spectra k Γ p (Y, Y ′ ). One can now construct the parametrized versions of the relative module cate-
, and the resulting deloopings. Thus we obtain the nonconnective Γ-spectra
The Fibration Theorem 2.16 can be applied to prove generalizations of bounded excision.
Definition 4.10. The quotient map of categories induces the equivariant map
The assumption that the action of the group on Y is left-bounded is crucial in this definition. This allows to extend the group action to the filtering subcategory and finally form the Karoubi quotients that give the relative theory. Proposition 4.11. In the action of Γ on Y is left-bounded, there is a homotopy fibration
Proof. The fibration follows from the fact that 
We have a map of homotopy fibrations 
induced by inclusions of pairs is a homotopy pushout.
Proof. This follows from the fact that whenever C is a subset of Y which is coarsely antithetic to Y ′ , the category
The details are left to the reader. The rest of the argument is, up to notational complexity, in the sketch of proof of Theorem 2.12.
One gets the following excision statement as a corollary. 
It is worth pointing out the connection between the "core" of the fibred excision computations and the main interest in the applications, the K-theory of the group ring R[Γ]. Proposition 4.16. Let y 0 be a point in Y , then
). Proof. The first equivalence is induced from an isomorphism of bounded categories. The last equivalence is proved in section VI of [8] .
Example: absence of Karoubi filtrations
We have seen that the lax limit of an action plays an important role in constructing the fixed point spectrum, including the situation with fibred control. If one wants to compare the effects of two or more actions in the fibre, the appropriate categorical models for the K-theory fixed point spectra are based on a relaxed lax limit construction that we describe in the beginning of this section. We will then demonstrate that the Karoubi filtration techniques are no longer sufficient to analyze K-theory of this additive category.
Let Y be a proper metric space with a left action of a finitely generated group Γ by coarse equivalences.
Definition 5.1. The fibred lax limit C hΓ (Y ) is a category with objects which are sets of data (
• ψ γ has filtration 0 but only when viewed as a morphism in C(Γ, C(Y )),
• ψ e = id,
Notice that in order to define a morphism φ it suffices to give one component φ e : F e → F ′ e ; all other components φ γ are determined by virtue of ψ γ and ψ ′ γ being isomorphisms in (♭). The additive structure on C hΓ (Y ) is induced from that on C Γ (Y ). This means in particular that the operation ⊕ has the property (F ⊕ G) γ = F γ ⊕ G γ .
For any action α on Y by coarse equivalences, the lax limit C Γ p (Y ) Γ is an additive subcategory of C hΓ (Y ). The embedding E α is realized by sending the object (F, ψ)
The spectrum k hΓ (Y ) is defined as the Quillen K-theory of C hΓ (Y ). The exact embeddings E α induce maps of spectra ε α :
This allows to induce the maps of nonconnective spectra
We proceed to show an elementary example of C hΓ (Y ) that illustrates lack of Karoubi filtrations required for fibred excision theorems for K hΓ (Y ).
The fibre Y is the integers Z with the standard metric invariant under translations. The group in this example is the additive group of the integers, the infinite cyclic group, which is denoted by C. It acts on Z by translations. When we want to specify the action by an integer i, we will use t i for the corresponding translation.
The goal of the example is to construct a morphism φ : F → G in the fibred lax limit C hC (Z) where the codomain lacks necessary ⊕-decompositions that should come as part of a Karoubi filtration. This will be demonstrated by showing that f fails to have the property in the second bullet point in Definition 2.15 for any choice of ⊕-decomposition of its codomain.
Notation 5.2. We will write [a, b] to mean the subset Z ∩ [a, b] of Z.
For the basic fibred excision theorem, one should expect to use the filtering subcategory A = C hC (Z) <(−∞,0] , the full subcategory of C hC (Z) on objects F which have F 0 in C C p (Z) <(−∞,0] . In order to describe F and G, we need to specify the collections of objects F n and G n and the structure isomorphisms ψ F n and ψ G n . Let G n = C×Z R and F n = i≤j R for all n. Notice that α k F n = F n+k for the diagonal action α k (i, j) = (i + k, j + k) on C × Z, which is the induced action from the choice of the translation action of C on the fibre Z. We make F an object of C C p (Z) C , which means all ψ F n are the identity maps. The structure of G will be more complicated because it will be properly an object of C hC (Z). The isomorphisms ψ G n : G 0 → G n will be 0-controlled only in the C factor. We proceed to define ψ G n . Notation 5.3. Given an object O of C C p (Z), we denote by O(i, a) the direct summand indexed by
We will use matrices to describe R-linear automorphisms ψ G n of G. Since each ψ G n is 0-controlled along C, it is a direct sum of R-linear isomorphisms ψ G n,i between the components G 0 (i) → G n (i). This means each ψ G n,i : i×Z R → i×Z R can be given by a bi-infinite nonsingular matrix over R in the standard basis, with rows and columns enumerated as usual from left to right and from top down respectively. Starting with the infinite identity matrix, we replace the square block [a, b] × [a, b] with the lower triangular matrix of 1s on and below the diagonal. Let us denote this matrix by L(a, b) .
The homomorphism ψ G n,i is defined by the matrix L(0, n). This is a nonsingular matrix making ψ G n an isomorphism bounded by n+ 1 in the fibred lax limit C hC (Z). The effect of the action of C on ψ G n is given by assigning the matrix L(i, i + n) to t i ψ G n , written in the same basis as ψ G n . The cocycle identity is satisfied because of the matrix identity L(i, i + k)L(0, k) = L(0, i + k).
The important feature of ψ n,i is that the submodule G 0 (0, 0) maps onto the direct summand in G n (0, [0, n]) generated by the sum of n+ 1 generators 1 ⊕ 1 ⊕ . . . 1. This direct summand, however, is not a direct summand of the Pedersen-Weibel object G n (0) in C(Z) and so not a direct summand of G n in C C p (Z). If we now restrict ψ G n to G 0 (0, (−∞, 0]) then the minimal direct summand of G n containing the image will be the submodule G n (0, (−∞, n]).
We remind the reader that in our case the decompositions E α ⊕ D α in the definition of Karoubi filtrations are the direct sum decompositions in C hC (Z). On the level of each integer n, for all k in Z this enforces direct sum decompositions G n (k) = (E α ) n (k) ⊕ (D α ) n (k) with the structure maps in E α , in particular, being restrictions of ψ n . Now the morphism φ : F → G is given by making φ n the restriction of ψ G n to the submodule F n = i≤a G n (i, a). On the level of φ 0 : F 0 → G 0 , this morphism is specified by the inclusion F 0 ⊂ G 0 . We have the commutative square
because φ 0 is the identity, ψ F n is an inclusion, and φ n is the restriction of ψ G n by definition.
We claim that φ fails to factor through any decomposition of G with E α in A. Indeed, we saw that for each n the smallest direct summand of G n containing φ 0 G 0 (0) = ψ n G 0 (0) is G n (0, (−∞, n]). In fact, since ψ n is an isomorphism and (ψ n ) α for E α is an isomorphism, E α,0 (0) should contain G 0 (0, (−∞, n]) = ψ −1 n G n (0, (−∞, n]). Making n arbitrary in this argument shows that E α should contain the entire submodule G 0 (0, (−∞, +∞)). This contradicts the fact that E α is an object of A = C hC (Z) <(−∞,0] . Remark 5.4. One may wonder about the options available to repair the rigidity of the ⊕-structure in C hC (Z) in order to accommodate images of maps such as f . This would require one to extend the ⊕ operation to direct sums of modules which are not themselves Pedersen-Weibel objects even though their sums might be. To do this coherently, one has to include the filtered free R-modules F which assign to each subset S of Z, or more generally a proper metric space M , a free R-submodule F (S) of F . It may be necessary to require that if S is a subset of T then F (S) is a direct summand of F (T ). But unlike the situation in the Pedersen-Weibel objects, one should not expect a splitting F (T ) = F (S) ⊕ F (T \ S). This means that one should not expect the K-theory of this new additive category to be the bounded K-theory of M . A viable theory of this kind can be constructed and, in fact, does have a useful analogue in L-theory.
Another resolution with good excision properties can be built as the fibred bounded G-theory. This theory was developed in [12] and and possesses not only localization and excision properties of bounded K-theory but also localization and excision properties that fail in K-theory, as long as the coefficient ring R is Noetherian. In substantial ways this development mimics the classical relationship between K-theory and G-theory of Noetherian rings. 6 . Bounded actions and a cone construction Definition 6.1. Let Z be any metric space with a free left Γ-action by isometries. We assume that the action is properly discontinuous, that is, for any pair of points z and z ′ , the infimum over γ ∈ Γ of the distances d(z, γz ′ ) is attained. Then we define the orbit space metric on Γ\Z by
Proof. It is well-known that d Γ\Z is a pseudometric. The fact that Γ acts by isometries makes it a metric. The triangle inequality follows directly from the triangle inequality for d. Symmetry follows from d( 
Now suppose X is some metric space with a left Γ-action by isometries.
Definition 6.3. Define
X bdd = X × Γ Γ where the right-hand copy of Γ denotes Γ regarded as a metric space with the wordlength metric associated to a finite generating set, the group Γ acts by isometries on the metric space Γ via left multiplication, and X × Γ Γ denotes the orbit metric space associated to the diagonal left Γ-action on X × Γ. We will denote the orbit metric by d bdd .
A natural left action of Γ on X bdd is given by the formula
Suppose Γ is a finitely generated group with a chosen finite generating set which determines a word metric d Γ and the corresponding norm |γ| = d Γ (e, γ). Proof. We choose B γ = |γ|. Now
where d × stands for the max metric on the product X × Γ. Definition 6.6. Let b : X → X bdd be the natural map given by b(x) = [x, e] in the orbit space X × Γ Γ. ((x 1 , e) , (γx 2 , γ)) ≤ D for some γ ∈ Γ, so d(x 1 , γx 2 ) ≤ D and |γ| ≤ D. Since the left action of Γ on X bdd is bounded, there is a function B * guaranteed by Lemma 6.4. Now
This verifies that b is proper. It is clearly distance reducing, therefore uniformly expansive with l(r) = r.
If we think of X bdd as the set X with the metric induced from the bijection b, the map b becomes the coarse identity map between the metric space X with a left action of Γ and the metric space X bdd where the action is made left-bounded.
Of course we now have a construction we can apply in any instance of a free properly discontinuous action by Γ on a metric space X. In some cases X has a very canonical set of metrics, for example in the case of a fundamental group acting cocompactly on the universal cover X. On the other hand, if Γ is the fundamental group of a manifold embedded in a Euclidean space, the normal bundle doesn't have such a set of metrics. The authors are particularly interested in using left-bounded metrics on the normal bundles. In these cases the map induced from b preserves the most relevant K-theoretic information.
Finally, we describe one more coarse geometric construction that we will need. For any metric space X, the new space T X will be related to the cone construction. Definition 6.8. Start with any set Z, let S ⊂ Z × Z denote any symmetric and reflexive subset with the property that
• for any z, z ′ , there are elements z 0 , z 1 , ... , z n so that z 0 = z, z n = z 0 , and (z i , z i+1 ) ∈ S. Let ρ : S → R be any function for which the following properties hold:
• ρ(z 1 , z 2 ) = 0 if and only if z 1 = z 2 . Given such S and ρ, we may define a metric d on Z to be the largest metric D for which D(z 1 , z 2 ) ≤ ρ(z 1 , z 2 ) for all (z 1 , z 2 ) ∈ S. This means that d is given by
Definition 6.9. Let k ≥ 1 be a real number or ∞. We define a metric space T k X by first declaring that the underlying set is X × R. Next, let S to be the set consisting of pairs of the form ((x, r), (x, r ′ )) or of the form ((x, r), (x ′ , r)). We then define ρ on S by ρ((x, r), (x, r ′ )) = |r − r ′ |, and
Since ρ clearly satisfies the hypotheses of the above definition, we set the metric on T k X to be d k . It is clear that the identity maps T k X → T m X are distance nondecreasing for m ≥ k.
For simplicity of notation, we will write T X for the colimit T ∞ X. We also extend the definition to pairs of metric spaces (T X, T Y ), where Y is a subset of X given the restriction of the metric on X. Proposition 6.10. (1) If X is a compact subset of a Euclidean space, one obtains K −∞ (T X, R) = X + ∧ K −∞ (R).
(
Proof. These are immediate consequences of applying standard bounded K-theory tools from [6, 23] to the cone construction.
Asymptotic transfer in parametrized K -theory
Let Y be a proper metric space. Suppose Γ is a finitely generated group which acts freely, properly discontinuously on Y . In this case, one has the orbit space metric on Γ\Y as in Definition 6.1.
Let s : Γ\Y → Y be a section of the orbit space projection p : Y → Γ\Y . We will require s to be a coarse map. For completeness, we provide an option for such map whenever Γ\Y is a finite simplicial complex. This is the situation we will assume in the rest of the section. Let ǫ ≥ 0 and let Ω ǫ be the subset of Γ given by
Since the action of Γ is properly discontinuous, the set Ω ǫ is finite. Let D ǫ be the maximal norm of an element in Ω ǫ . Proposition 7.3. If d Γ\Y (z 1 , z 2 ) ≤ ǫ then there is an element ω of Ω ǫ such that d(s(z 1 ), ωs(z 2 )) ≤ ǫ.
Proof. Let ω be the element of Γ such that d Γ\Y (z 1 , z 2 ) = d(s(z 1 ), Γs(z 2 )) = d(s(z 1 ), ωs(z 2 )).
Then clearly, if d Γ\Y (z 1 , z 2 ) ≤ ǫ then ω ∈ Ω ǫ .
Recall the construction of T k X from Definition 6.9. A choice of s determines a section T k s : Proof. Explicitly, (T k s)(z, r) = (s(z), r). So if s is bounded by D then T k s is bounded by kD and so is coarse.
We now consider the situation where Γ acts on (T Y ) bdd via γ(y, r) = (γy, r), and T p : (T Y ) bdd → T K is the orbit space projection. Let D 1 be the maximal norm of an element in Ω 1 .
Proof. If γ is an element of Γ such that d T K ((z 1 , r) , (z 2 , r)) = d (T Y ) bdd ((s(z 1 ), r), (γs(z 2 ), r)), then γ = 1 and d (T Y ) bdd ((γs(z 2 ), r), (γs(z 2 ), r)) ≤ 2D 1 . The result follows from the triangle inequality. The following diagram shows the relationship between the geometric maps we have defined.
Let B(k) stand for the subset of all elements γ in Γ with γ ≤ k. Definition 7.16. Let X and Y be arbitrary metric spaces. Given a function f : T Γ X → T Γ Y , we say f is p-bounded if there is a function λ : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) such that for all k the restriction of f to T B(k) X is a coarse map bounded by λ(k). It is clear that compositions of p-bounded maps are p-bounded.
In general, this property is sufficient in order to induce an additive functor Proof. Assuming γ 1 ≤ k, γ 2 ≤ k, and d((y 1 , r 1 ), (y 2 , r 2 )) ≤ d, we estimate d((t(y 1 ) −1 γ 1 , y 1 , r 1 ), (t(y 2 ) −1 γ 2 , y 2 , r 2 )) ≤ min{d(t(y 1 ) −1 γ 1 , t(y 2 ) −1 γ 2 ), d}. Now d(t(y 1 ) −1 γ 1 , t(y 2 ) −1 γ 2 ) = d(γ 1 , t(y 1 )t(y 2 ) −1 γ 2 )) ≤ d(γ 1 , γ 2 ) + d(γ 2 , t(y 1 )t(y 2 ) −1 γ 2 )) ≤ 2k + t(y 1 )t(y 2 ) −1
where D 1 is the constant from Proposition 7.5. The second statement is proved similarly.
Since s ′ : T Γ (Γ\Y ) → T Γ Y is the composition u • T s, it is therefore p-bounded. This proves that the diagram shown above is commutative. It also follows that s ∆ = s • l −1 is p-bounded.
We are ready to define the parametrized transfer. Suppose Γ acts on Y by isometries. In order to describe how the map s induces the functor ̺, let us reiterate the interpretation in Definition 4.1 of an object of B Γ i (T (Γ\Y )) Γ . It is a pair (F, ψ) where F is an object of B(T Γ (Γ\Y )) and ψ is a function on Γ with ψ γ ∈ Hom(F, γF ) in B(T Γ (Γ\Y )) such that ψ γ is of filtration 0 when projected to Γ, ψ e = id, and ψ γ1γ2 = γ 1 ψ γ2 ψ γ1 .
Given (F, ψ) in B Γ i (T (Γ\Y )) Γ , we proceed to define (̺F, ̺ψ) in B Γ p ((T Y ) bdd ) Γ . Using the notation [y] for the orbit of y ∈ Y , we set (̺F ) ( which is the colimit of the maps P S . If S is a coarsely antithetic covering, in the sense that all pairs of subsets are mutually coarsely antithetic, then P S is the parametrized transfer map P Γ\Y .
The following is a geometric situation where the transfer is particularly useful. Let N be the total space of the normal disk bundle. Then the discussion in this section applies to Y = N and Γ\Y = N . Theorem 7.21. There exists a map of nonconnective spectra P : K Γ i (T N ) Γ −→ K Γ p ((T N ) bdd ) Γ and its relative version
Both are right inverses to the maps induced by the covering projection p : N → N .
This theorem can be viewed as an analogue to the asymptotic transfers and their properties that appear, for example, in section 12 of [2] or Theorem 6.1 of [3] .
Proof. We obtain P as a parametrized transfer map from Definition 7.19. The functor ̺ induces an additive functor 
